Commission Exhibit No. 1953-A

In connection with the interview of ALFRED KIRK COLUMBIA, at 6311 Newton Avenue, on 7/27 and 8/28, appendix on photograph identified as follows:

"a" - is place where 1956 white or beige Ford first observed by COLUMBIA

"b" - is place where 1956 black or white, under Chevrolet first observed by COLUMBIA

"c" - is place where windows into Nemo Church parking lot, and where alley is directly behind property of Major General Colin A. Miller, 49274 154th Street West.

"d" - is place where unknown white male, No. 1, first observed by COLUMBIA.

"e" - is place where unknown white male, No. 2, first observed by COLUMBIA.

"f" - is place where observation made for observing incidents at 41000, front behind street fence.
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